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Abstract
This Article draws on research into precedent and the European Court of Justice to argue that it is
distinctive in almost never retreating from a standpoint it has taken, or overturning an earlier judgement,
by contrast with other Supreme Courts where this is a more common occurrence. The Article then
considers the implications of this finding for research into the relationship between the Court and other
actors, such as Member States, litigants and institutions. It suggests that in considering how the Court may
be influenced and constrained this research takes insufficient account of its apparently limited capacity to
change doctrinal direction. Evidence of doctrinal path dependence needs to be a more central part of
discussions of the Court as a relational actor.
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1. Introduction
Discussion of the relationship between the Court of Justice and other actors, or external influences
such as public opinion, presumes that to some extent the parties on each end of that relationship
are able to respond to each other. For example, the Court may, some think, back down in the face
of political pressure, or the Commission or European Parliament may be inspired to actions by
judicial decisions.

These interrelations are possible because of the capacity for change, or to put it another way,
the existence of choice. It is the fact that the Court and its interlocuters can choose different
courses of action that makes it possible for them to influence each other. One cannot have a
relationship with a fixed object.

However, a little-discussed but important fact about the Court is that it almost never changes
its mind. In the history of its jurisprudence the instances of a decision which contradicts the
doctrine of an earlier decision are very rare – far rarer than in the case of its closest peer, the
American Supreme Court, and probably also than in the case of apex courts of the Member States
of the European Union (EU). Examples where the change in doctrine is towards a more restrictive
reading of the law, rather than a more expansive one, are exceptionally scarce. The Court does not
retreat.

That fact limits its relational capacity. It could change its mind, certainly, but it appears that
it does not. This note suggests that this needs to be integrated more into the relational literature.
The theory underlying claims that the Court does or will respond to other actors needs to take
account of its apparently limited capacity for change.
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The note proceeds in four steps. The first is a brief overview of the range of research on the
Court’s relationship to other actors and external influences. The second offers a typology of
change, an indication of the different ways in which judicial doctrine can develop, in order to
make clear the one specific way in which the Court’s doctrine does not. The third suggests that this
is more than just a desire for consistency, which most courts have, but something distinctive to the
Court. Finally, a conclusion considers briefly the implications of this lack of change for research on
the Court as a relational actor.

2. Relational literature
The idea that courts, and in particular the Court of Justice, are influenced by factors other than
pure doctrine is now relatively orthodox, and the categorisation and quantification of that
influence has resulted in a significant body of legal and social science research. There is no obvious
a priori limit to the scope of this research, because the essential insight is that judges are human,
and so their decision-making processes are embedded in the full range of interactions that humans
have with the world around them. From quasi-biological issues such as diet and tiredness, to more
psychological or sociological ones such as ethnicity, personality and age, or not-yet-explored
factors such as the weather and the architecture of courtrooms, the possibilities for exploring
influences on judicial behaviour are endless.

However, where the Court of Justice is concerned the literature has focussed on political and
institutional factors. A significant body of largely quantitative political science research has
explored whether and to what extent the Court responds to Member State interventions,
concluding broadly that the Court will not contradict a significant enough coalition of Member
States.1 Extrapolating this political sensitivity, other research has argued that the Court also
responds to public opinion, limiting its judgements if there is a risk that they would conflict too
harshly with the public mood.2 The image is of a court which is concerned not to sail too directly
into political headwinds, for the sake of legitimacy and institutional self-protection.

By contrast, many legal scholars – some of whom have challenged the legal assumptions in the
scholarship above – and political scientists working with other theoretical frames, have tended to
see the Court as more autonomous, an engine driving the bus of integration – or at least of EU law
– forward largely whether the Member States want it or not.3 These scholars tend to locate the

1G Garrett, R Daniel Kelemen, and H Schulz, ‘The European Court of Justice, National Governments, and Legal Integration
in the European Union’ 52 (1) (1998) International Organization 149; O Larsson and D Naurin, ‘Judicial Independence and
Political Uncertainty. How the Risk of Override Impacts on the Court of Justice of the EU’ 70 (1) (2016) International
Organization 377; CJ Carruba, M Gabel and C Hankla, ‘Understanding the role of the European Court of Justice in European
Integration’ 106 (2012) American Political Science Review 214. See also CJ Carruba, M Gabel, and C Hankla, ‘Judicial
Behavior Under Political Constraints’ 102 (2008) American Political Science Review 435. For a (critical) overview see
M Höreth, ‘The Least Dangerous Branch of European Governance? The European Court of Justice Under the Checks and
Balances Doctrine’ in B de Witte, E Muir and M Dawson (eds), Judicial Activism at the European Court of Justice (Edward
Elgar 2013) 32.

2M Blauberger et al, ‘ECJ Judges Read the Morning Papers. Explaining the Turnaround of European Citizenship
Jurisprudence’ 25 (10) (2018) Journal of European Public Policy 1422; M Blauberger and D SindbjergMartinsen, ‘The Court of
Justice in Times of Politicisation: “Law as a Mask and Shield” Revisited’ 27 (3) (2020) Journal of European Public Policy 382.

3A Stone Sweet, The Judicial Construction of Europe (Oxford University Press 2004); A Stone Sweet and T Brunell,
‘The European Court of Justice, State Non-Compliance, and the Politics of Override’ 106 (2012) American Political Science
Review 204; G Conway, ‘Recovering a Separation of Powers in the European Union’ 17 (2011) European Law Journal 318;
M Dawson, ‘The Political Face of Judicial Activism: Europe’s Law-Politics Imbalance’ in de Witte, Muir and Dawson (eds)
(n 1); P Syrpis, ‘Theorising the Relationship between the Judiciary and the Legislature in the EU Internal Market’ in
P Syrpis (ed), The Judiciary, the Legislature and the EU Internal Market (Cambridge University Press 2012) 23; R Daniel
Kelemen and SK Schmidt, ‘Introduction – The European Court of Justice and Legal Integration: Perpetual Momentum?’ 19 (1)
(2012) Journal of European Public Policy 1; RD Kelemen, ‘The Political Foundations of Judicial Independence in the European
Union’ 19 (1) (2012) Journal of European Public Policy 43; FW Scharpf, ‘Perpetual Momentum: Directed and Unconstrained?’
19 (1) (2012) Journal of European Public Policy 127.
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primary tool of Member State resistance to integration in forms of non-compliance, rather than in
containment of the Court. They have also tended to see the Court as an important, sometimes
even dominant, influence on the institutions in the legislative process.4

Another set of important interlocutors for the Court is national supreme courts. Here it is
largely legal scholars who have formulated the idea of the judicial dialogue, and discussed the way
in which the Court and supreme courts respond to each other, if not explicitly then at least visibly,
adjusting their doctrines in what appears to be response to judgements by the other.5 The judicial
dialogue is often portrayed as something with a significant element of confrontation, as both sides
insist their principles are non-negotiable.6 However, a layer of compromise reveals itself upon
further investigation, with creative new paths and doctrines being formulated to accommodate the
red lines that the other side claims to have.7 The suggestion is that the Court listens to national
supreme courts, and if it does not concede to them, it takes them seriously and tries its best to find
face-saving resolutions to apparent clashes of law.8 The essentially relational concept of pluralism
has been a prominent feature of EU constitutional thinking generally.9

Yet another branch of literature concerns legal mobilisation, or what is also called strategic
litigation.10 As a hierarchically superior and disruptive element in national legal systems, EU law
offers opportunities for national lobby groups to leverage domestic change via lawsuits, something
that they enthusiastically, if carefully, do. Implicit in this very idea of mobilisation is that the Court
can, with the right case, be steered. Yet equally important is the idea that the Court is predictable,
and so in a sense that it has a resistance to influences. However, mobilisation sees the strategic
litigant as someone capable of producing a legal outcome, not merely a passive element in the legal
process. In that sense, there is the idea of a litigant-Court interaction where the power is not all on
one side, and so the mobilisation literature could also be said to be relational. The Court is, as with
the branches of research mentioned above, an object upon which, and with which, can be worked.

3. The types of doctrinal change
The literature on the Court as a path-dependent actor is in a sense a mirror of the work above.
It emphasises the Court’s consistency, and its status as an autonomous actor that can set a course

4T Nowak, ‘Of Garbage Cans and Rulings: Judgements of the European Court of Justice in the EU Legislative Process’ 33 (4)
(2010) West European Politics 753; M Dawson, ‘Constitutional Dialogue between Courts and Legislatures in the European
Union: Prospects and Limits’ 19 (2013) European Public Law 2; F Wasserfallen, ‘The Judiciary as Legislator? How the
European Court of Justice Shapes Policy-Making in the European Union’ 17 (2010) Journal of European Public Policy 1128.

5See A Bobic, ‘Constitutional Pluralism Is Not Dead: An Analysis of Interactions between Constitutional Courts of Member
States and the European Court of Justice’ 18 (6) (2017) German Law Journal 1395; K Lenaerts, ‘Upholding the Rule of Law
Through Judicial Dialogue’ 38 (2019) Yearbook of European Law 3; G Martinico and O Pollicino, The Interaction between
Europe’s Legal Systems: Judicial Dialogue and the Creation of Supranational Laws (Edward Elgar Publishing 2012); AT Perez,
’Judicial Dialogue and Fundamental Rights in the European Union: A Quest for Legitimacy’ in G Jacobsohn and M Schor
(eds), Comparative Constitutional Theory (Edward Elgar Publishing 2018) 102; M Dawson, ‘Constitutional Dialogue between
Courts and Legislatures in the European Union: Prospects and Limits’ 19 (2013) European Public Law 2.

6A Bobić, ‘Constructive Versus Destructive Conflict: Taking Stock of the Recent Constitutional Jurisprudence in the EU’ 22
(2020) Cambridge Yearbook of European Legal Studies 60.

7See J Bornemann in this issue, 302.
8Bobić (n 5).
9M P Maduro, ‘Interpreting European Law: Judicial Adjudication in a Context of Constitutional Pluralism’ 1 (2007)

European Journal of Legal Studies 137; N Walker, ‘Constitutional Pluralism Revisited’ 22 (3) (2016) European Law Journal
333; JC Lawrence, ‘Constitutional Pluralism’s Unspoken Normative Core’ 21 (2019) Cambridge Yearbook of European Legal
Studies 24; G Davies and M Avbelj (eds), Research Handbook on Legal Pluralism and EU Law (Edward Elgar Publishing 2018).

10JA Mayoral and AT Pérez, ‘On Judicial Mobilization: Entrepreneuring for Policy Change at Times of Crisis’ 40 (6) (2018)
Journal of European Integration 719; V Passalacqua, ‘Legal Mobilization via Preliminary Reference: Insights from the Case of
Migrant Rights’ 58 (3) (2018) Common Market Law Review 751; L Conant et al, ‘Mobilizing European Law’ 25 (9) (2018)
Journal of European Public Policy 1376.
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and stick to it independently.11 There is no necessary contradiction between claims that the Court
is autonomous, consistent and path-dependent, and claims that it is a relational actor, because
neither need to be absolute. Indeed, the very idea of the Court as a relational actor implies both
autonomy and responsiveness, the latter being necessary for the relational quality, and the first
being necessary for it to be an actor, rather than merely a tool of others. The question of where the
Court steers, and where it is steered, can sustain a nuanced and complex answer. Nevertheless,
lawyers in particular have tended to emphasise the dominant role of the Court in its relationships,
and as part of this sense of the Court as an independent actor have adopted the idea that the Court
is loyal to precedent and not easily deflected from its path.12 This has given birth to a wide range of
studies of what that precedent entails, and how it is used.13 Yet it has also been argued that while
the Court tells a powerful story about the consistency of its own case law, the particular character
of precedent in EU law still allows for change and development.14 The doctrine of precedent is a
legitimating factor – a tool to construct an image of a stable and predictable legal system – as much
as a genuinely constraining one.15

There is a disconnect between this literature and the relational research discussed above.16 That
relational research is premised on the idea that the Court can respond and therefore one would
expect that the work on how and to what extent it allows itself to change would be an essential part
of the theoretical basis. It tends, however, to be ignored. The aim of this note is to show how these
two bodies of work could be, and should be, connected to each other. To do that, below there is a
typology of the way in which doctrine can be changed. The aim of that is to highlight the one
specific way in which the Court does not in fact change its mind. This will clarify the implications
for research on how the Court responds to influences from without.

Four types of doctrinal change are considered: technical adjustments, clarification, progression,
and restrictive overruling. Judgements in the first two groups are seen as reflecting a need to ‘tidy
up’ the law, dealing with uncertainties, incoherencies and loose ends from previous judgements.
They do not reflect a judicial choice to take the law in substantive new directions or a change of
vision about what the law should be. By contrast, judgements of the second two types do reflect a
choice to take a new policy step and change the substantive scope and reach of EU law. Progressive
judgements do that in a positive sense, expanding EU law. Restrictive overruling, by contrast, takes
the law backwards, contradicting an earlier judgement in order to restrict the law’s scope. It is the
holy grail of the Eurosceptic individual or Member State, seeking to tame the law and the Court.
It is also the type which is striking in its absence from the law.

11SK Schmidt, ‘Who Cares About Nationality? The Path-Dependent Case Law of the ECJ from Goods to Citizens’ 19 (2012)
Journal of European Public Policy 8; A Stone Sweet, The Judicial Construction of Europe (Oxford University Press 2004);
E Várnay, ‘Judicial Passivism at the European Court of Justice?’ 60 (2) (2019) Hungarian Journal of Legal Studies 127;
A Grimmel, ‘The Uniting of Europe by Transclusion: Understanding the Contextual Conditions of Integration Through Law’
36 (6) (2014) Journal of European Integration’ 549; Scharpf (n 3); G Davies, ‘Originalism at the European Court of Justice’ in
S Garben and I Govaere (eds), The Internal Market 2.0 (Hart Publishing 2021) 323.

12Ibid.
13A small selection: M Florczak-Wątor, ‘The Role of Precedents and Case-Based Reasoning in Constitutional Adjudication:

A Comparative Study’ in M Florczak-Wątor (ed), Constitutional Law and Precedent: International Perspectives on Case-Based
Reasoning (Routledge 2022) 253; J Komárek, ‘Reasoning with Previous Decisions: Beyond the Doctrine of Precedent’ 61 (1)
(2013) The American Journal of Comparative Law 149; T Szabados, ‘Precedents in EU law-the Problem of Overruling’ (2015)
Elte Law Journal 125; M Jacob, Precedents and Case-Based Reasoning in the European Court of Justice: Unfinished Business
(Cambridge University Press 2014); T Tridimas, ‘Precedent and the Court of Justice: A Jurisprudence of Doubt?’ in J Dickson
and P Eleftheriadis (eds), Philosophical Foundations of European Union Law (Oxford, 2012) 307.

14U Šadl, ‘Old Is New: The Transformative Effect of References to Settled Case Law in the Decisions of the European Court
of Justice’ 58 (2021) Common Market Law Review 1761.

15Ibid.; L Seminara, ‘Case-Law Relevance in the European Union Law: The Triumph of reason over Precedent’ 14 (2019)
Common Law and Civil Law Today-Convergence and Divergence 197.

16Although see, for an exception, Kelemen and Schmidt (n 3) and the special edition which their article introduces.
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These types are not necessarily mutually exclusive, and nor are their boundaries precisely
defined. Quite a few judgements could be arguably put in several of the boxes. However, they
provide a terminology to describe doctrinal change.

A. Technical adjustments

It is a feature of courts, and particularly of the Court of Justice, that they will try to found their
specific decision in general principles. The risk is that in formulating those principles they lay
down a rule which has wider implications, and sometimes those implications are hard to see.
A well-intentioned statement may turn out to have problematic, or even ridiculous results. For
example, in HAG I, on the notoriously tricky interaction between trademarks and the internal
market, the Court addressed the question whether a trademark registered in one Member States
could be used to keep goods out which bore a similar, or even the same trademark registered in
another Member State.17 Both respect for intellectual property and free movement are enshrined
in the Treaty, and it had to decide what to do when the two collided. The Court developed the
doctrine of ‘common origin’ which amounted to answering the question with ‘sometimes’ rather
than with a ‘yes’ or ‘no’. A few years later the issue came up again, and Advocate General Jacobs
wrote a careful opinion explaining that while there was something to be said for both yes and no
answers, the compromise approach taken in HAG I led to indefensible distinctions and was
logically contradictory and hard to reconcile with any reasonable policy goals. The Court
implicitly agreed, because it modified its position in HAG II, dropping the ‘common origin’
doctrine.18 Reading the judgements and opinions it is clear that this was not an ideological about-
turn on the status of trademarks or free movement. Rather it was recognition that the judgement
in HAG I, an honest attempt to solve a difficult problem, just did not work in practice.

Technical adjustments may involve direct contradiction of earlier judgements.19 They may also
have policy importance in the field in question. However, they are not driven by power struggles
or ideological conflicts. They are just part of the search for coherence and practical solutions.
There are not many examples of the Court needing to make the kind of adjustments that it did in
HAG II, but for the purposes here, considering the issue of whether the Court can be pushed in
certain political directions, they are not very important.

B. Clarifications

Clarifications are similar to technical adjustments, and could even be said to encompass the
former category, but the idea of a clarification is somewhat broader. Very often the Court makes
statements that are somewhat ambiguous and invite as many questions as are answered. The first
case establishing a new doctrine often leads to a flurry of follow-ons in which national courts
essentially ask ‘but what about this?’ or ‘did you mean that?’ This is almost the default mode of any
legal system based on case law, and one can trace this kind of development from almost any of the
major cases in EU law. A recent and notorious example is Ruiz Zambrano, where the Court ruled
that Member States were prohibited from refusing residence or work permits to the third-country
parents of minor children who were Union citizens, because then those children would have to
leave the Union too and so be deprived of the ‘genuine enjoyment of the substance of the rights’ of
a Union Citizen.20

What exactly did this mean? What does ‘genuine enjoyment’ encompass? Is there an
underlying principle that a Union Citizen cannot be compelled to leave the Union? But when does

17Case 192/73 Van Zuylen v HAG (HAG I) ECLI:EU:C:1974:72.
18Case C-10/89 SA CNL-SUCAL NV v HAG GF AG ECLI:EU:C:1990:359. (HAG II); See also the opinion of AG Jacobs.
19Eg Case C-205/20 NE, ECLI:EU:C:2022:168 and Case C-384/17 Link Logistik N&N, ECLI:EU:C:2018:810.
20Case C-34/09 Ruiz Zambrano, ECLI:EU:C:2011:124.
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such compulsion exist? A series of cases followed Ruiz Zambrano, gradually refining its broad
statements down to more-or-less workable rules on when a third-country family member can be
refused residence rights and when they cannot – albeit that there is still some clarificatory
way to go.21 There was no contradiction or overruling in any of these cases: on current doctrine,
they would all still be decided the same way. However, in response to new situations and questions
the Court was able to expand and refine and clarify what it meant.

The line between mere clarification and substantive doctrinal change is not always clear.22 It is
the essence of a clarification that an earlier judgement left space for more than one interpretation,
and the later judgement then makes clear which of these is right. For adherents of the one not
chosen, the latter judgement may seem like a substantive change. Nevertheless, in many
judgements the Court quite clearly considers itself to be just explaining an already established
doctrinal standpoint, and this, and the degree of change, does allow for a distinction between such
cases and ones with major developments of the law. An important question to ask is whether,
in the light of the later judgement, the earlier case would still be decided in the same way.
That indicates mere clarification.

C. Progression

The progressive development of the law is the beating heart of EU law.23 All legal systems change
and develop, but few will have the deep and evident commitment to a vision of the law as an
ongoing and forward-moving project that is explicit in the case law of the Court. This results in a
body of law that is fast-changing in many ways, and certainly far less static than national or even
international law. There is a constant stream of judgements providing new doctrines, principles,
and developments in the law.

In one sense, this can involve overruling. Where the Court may once have denied that a
situation fell within the scope of the Treaty, or that a right was available or a remedy was possible,
at a later date it may then say that in fact it is within its jurisdiction, or it can be done.24 Szabados,
in one of the most recent and systematic overviews of Court deviations from precedent, discusses a
number of examples, such as Brown, and Adouille and Corneille, which expanded the protection
given to individuals, where earlier judgements had been more restrictive.25 There are also
examples in procedural law of the Court moving from limited procedural protections to more
expansive ones.26 There are many more examples where a new doctrine is not in contradiction to
any previous judgement, but merely to what was previously assumed: before Ruiz Zambrano it was
generally considered that EU law would not apply to Citizens in their home states; before
Rottmann it was generally considered that Member States were free to determine their own
nationality law.27 The judgements overturned prevailing orthodoxy, but did not require any
overruling of previous case law.

What all these situations have in common is that they involve the expansion of the scope of EU
law, and typically of the scope of its protections and rights. They add another brick to the edifice.
In some cases that appears to be because of recognition that an earlier judgement was not working

21Case C-526/11 Dereci, ECLI:EU:C:2013:543; Case C-165/14 Rendon Marin, ECLI:EU:C:2016:675; Case C-133/15
Chavez-Vilchez, ECLI:EU:C:2017:354; Case C-82/16 K.A., ECLI:EU:C:2018:308; Joined Cases C-451/19 and C-532/19
XU and QP, ECLI:EU:C:2022:354.

22See eg Case C-409/95 Marschall ECLI:EU:C:1997:533 and Case C-450/93 Kalanke, ECLI:EU:C:1995:322; Case C-580/19
Stadt Offenbach am Main, ECLI:EU:C:2021:183; Case C-344/19 Radiotelevizija Slovenija, ECLI:EU:C:2021:182 and
Case C-151/02 Jaeger, ECLI:EU:C:2003:437.

23Kelemen and Schmidt (n 3).
24Eg Case C-209/03 Bidar ECLI:EU:C:2005:169; Case C-127/08 Metock ECLI:EU:C:2008:449.
25Szabados (n 13).
26Ibid.
27Janko Rottmann v. Freistaat Bayern, C-135/08, ECLI:EU:C:2010:104.
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well, but in other cases it is a recognition that circumstances have changed – that time has passed,
or new legislation has been adopted, or the EU itself has expanded.28 The Court occasionally refers
explicitly to the current stage of integration or of the development of the law, either to explain why
it is not extending a right – the EU is not ready for that yet – or to justify developing a new one –
what was impossible once, is possible now.29 In both types of situation however it is recognising
that EU law is a dynamic and expanding system. For this reason, progressive, expansive, changes
of doctrine belong in a category of their own.30 It is not disputed that they are widespread and
important.

D. Restrictive overruling

By contrast, restrictive change is very hard to find.31 There are almost no cases where the Court
overturns an earlier decision and moves to an interpretation of EU law which decreases its scope,
or reduces the rights or protections of individuals.32 This was my instinct as a lawyer at the
beginning of this research, and I tested that instinct as follows: there is considerable research on
precedent in EU law, and its value and methodology.33 In that literature, cases which explicitly or
even implicitly overrule an earlier judgement would be of central importance. A survey of that
literature ought therefore to reveal quite easily the extent of such overruling. If the extent was
considerable, and the number of examples large, it would then take further investigation to sort
through them and see which can be seen as purely technical adjustments, and which are
progressive, and which are restrictive. However, it turned out that there is a widespread consensus
that restrictive overruling is a rare phenomenon, and the same few examples are repeatedly
discussed, albeit that there are several borderline cases where it is arguable to which category they
most properly belong.

The first example of the Court overruling itself is HAG II.34 Above this was put in the category
of technical adjustment, because HAG II can be better understood as an attempt to solve practical
problems resulting from HAG I than as a new vision on the law, but it could be seen as genuine
restrictive change.

However, undoubtedly the most obvious and explicit example of restrictive overruling is Keck,
which took a step back in the previously wild-west expansion of Article 34 TFEU.35 Its practical
consequences are limited, and it is an open question to what extent it even represented a
substantive change to the kinds of national measures that the Treaty would disallow, or whether it
was primarily a change in the conceptual framework for defining such measures.36 Nevertheless,
the Court admitted to having gone too far, and retreated, and that made Keck one of the most
discussed cases in EU law.

Also in goods, the Court appeared to retreat from an expansive reading to a narrower one on
horizontal effect, first in Dansk Supermarked and then in Vlaamse Reisburos, although it must be

28Eg Case C-209/03 Bidar (n 24); Case C-127/08 Metock (n 24).
29Eg Case C-197/86 Brown ECLI:EU:C:1988:323; Case C-184/99 Grzelczyk, ECLI:EU:C:2001:458; Case C-50/85 Schloh,

ECLI:EU:C:1986:244.
30Szabados (n 13).
31J Komárek, ‘Precedent and Judicial Lawmaking in Supreme Courts: The Court of Justice Compared to the US Supreme

Court and the French Cour de Cassation’11 (2009) Cambridge Yearbook of European Legal Studies 399; A Sikora, ‘Court of
Justice of the European Union—‘Stone-by-Stone’ Case-Based Reasoning’ in Florczak-Wątor (ed) (n 3) 211.

32Ibid.
33Eg Tridimas (n 13); Jacob (n 13); M Derlén and J Lindholm, ‘Peek-A-Boo, It’s a Case Law System!: Comparing the

European Court of Justice and the United States Supreme Court from a Network Perspective’ 18 (3) (2017) German Law
Journal 647; Komárek (n 31); Szabados (n 13); Florczak-Wątor (n 13); Komárek (n 13); Seminara (n 15); Sikora (n 31).

34See Case C-10/89 SA CNL-SUCAL NV v HAG GF AG (HAG II) (n 18); Opinion of AG Jacobs at para 67.
35This time without the approval of A-G Jacobs; see opinion of the AG in Case C-412/93 Leclerc-Siplec ECLI:EU:C:1995:26.
36Komárek (n 31); G Davies, ‘The Court’s Jurisprudence on Free Movement of Goods: Pragmatic Presumptions, Not

Philosophical Principles’ 2 (2012) European Journal of Consumer Law/Revue Europeenne de Droit de la Consommation 25.
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commented here that the reasoning in both cases is sufficiently obscure, and the topic sufficiently
complex, that it is not fully clear what either case actually rules and therefore whether there was
any real change.37 It is probably the case that on similar facts Dansk Supermarked would still be
followed, so that this is not really an example of overruling, but the contrary is arguable.

As well as this, there is a well-documented saga of cases concerning Citizenship, at the centre of
which are Dano and Alimanovic, which some have considered to represent a restrictive turn by the
Court after the radical and foundational Grzelczyk.38 However, while Dano and Alimanovic may
have a different mood from Grzelzcyk, they do not overrule it.39 Rather, these cases show the
importance of distinguishing between a failure to launch, and a retreat. It is not unusual that the
Court introduces a new doctrine, and scholars embrace it enthusiastically and extrapolate all kinds of
further possibilities. Then in a follow up judgement, the Court simply stands still, refusing to go
further. That is often presented as the Court moving from expansion to restriction, but it is legally
more precise to say that it is moving from expansion to stability. Having stated a principle, lawyers try
to push it further, and inevitably the point comes where the Court says ‘no, this is far enough’. That is
not retreating, but simply a product of the fact that no right is unbounded – the limit will come.

The decisions in Grzelczyk, and somewhat similarly in Ruiz Zambrano, another expansive
Citizenship judgement, were greeted with excitement, and then those in Dano and Dereci, two
follow-ons, with disappointment, but the latter two cases did not – it is suggested – change an iota
of the doctrine expounded in the first two: they simply refused to take it even further.40 The first
two remain good law. There are discussions to be had about whether the Court ought to have been
more adventurous or not, and about whether its reluctance to go further was influenced by
Member States or other political factors, but what it did was come to a halt, not go back. These are
not overrulings.

At most, these limiting cases could be said to represent a change in trajectory. After one or more
expansive judgements the Court will draw its line, and word its judgement in a way discouraging
further expansionary argument. As befits this, the rhetoric and tone of these judgements is restrictive
and defensive after the grand and open phrases of the earlier progressive decisions. From the
perspective which sees EU law as an endless forwardmotion, these judgements comprise a change in
direction. Nevertheless, it remains the case that the earlier judgements are not overruled in this type
of case. From the perspective of EU law as a body of law, or doctrine, they are stasis. For the purposes
of the argument here, that is the only point that needs to be made.

The Court’s human rights doctrine is another field where overruling might be sought. There is
no doubt that in the Solange-inspired series of cases which develop EU human rights law, the
Court does change its mind at least partly in response to pushing from the German Federal
Constitutional Court (FCC), even if an explicit concession to this effect is not found.41 Moreover,
given that the FCC understood human rights as a necessary constraint on the EU, the Court’s
concession to this could be seen as a step restricting the scope of EU law.42

37Examples taken from Szabados (n 13).
38Case C-333/13 Dano, ECLI:EU:C:2014:2358; Case C-67/14 Alimanovic, ECLI:EU:C:2015:597; A Iliopoulou-Penot,

‘Deconstructing the Former Edifice of Union Citizenship? The Alimanovic Judgement’ 53 (4) (2016) Common Market Law
Review 1007; E Spaventa, ‘Earned Citizenship –Understanding Union Citizenship Through Its scope’ in D Kochenov (ed), EU
Citizenship and Federalism: The Role of Rights (Cambridge University Press 2017) 204; N Nic Shuibhne, ‘Limits Rising, Duties
Ascending: The Changing Legal Shape of Union Citizenship’ 52 (4) (2015) Common Market Law Review 889; C O’Brien,
‘A. Court of Justice The ECJ sacrifices EU citizenship in vain: Commission v. United Kingdom’ 54 (1) (2017) CommonMarket
Law Review 209.

39G Davies, ‘Has the Court Changed, or Have the Cases? The Deservingness of Litigants as an Element in Court of Justice
Citizenship Adjudication’ 25 (10) (2018) Journal of European Public Policy 1442.

40Ibid.
41G de Búrca, ‘The Evolution of EUHuman Rights Law’ in P Craig and G de Búrca (eds), The Evolution of EU Law (3rd edn,

Oxford University Press 2011) 480.
42Ibid.
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On the other hand, that ‘concession’ has undoubtedly developed over time into a significant
expansion. In retrospect it is apparent that the FCC pushed the Court into taking EU
constitutionalisation a step further, and that admitting human rights to EU law was an important
element in its expansion and development.43 It is a complicated story, but ultimately belongs in the
category of progressive change. If the Court did not come with a human rights doctrine until it was
pushed, it was probably because it did not dare to be so creative without an excuse – which the
FCC thoughtfully provided. At any rate, it may be noted that having recognised the existence of
human rights constraints within EU law, the Court has since moved not an inch on the related
issues of primacy, direct effect, and judicial competence to review EU actions.44 Once the
constitutional structure was in place, it was fixed.

Taricco II is sometimes put forward as a counter-example, being the first and only case in which
the Court concedes that a fundamental right protected in national constitutional law might lead to
EU law being disapplied, whereas inMelloni and Taricco I it had rejected this possibility.45 On the
other hand, the move in Taricco II is made not by contradicting the earlier judgements, but by
recognising that the right in Taricco II was also part of EU law. This was a case where the Court
was being pushed by the Italian Constitutional Court, and it could be argued to show the Court
allowing national constraints to limit EU law. It does however involve no formal doctrinal
overruling – more a spirit of compromise, and an interpretation of existing doctrine that keeps
the peace.

At any rate, this is about it. As can be seen, there is space for debate about what is precisely a
restrictive overruling or not, and there are also a few more minor counter-examples to be found in
literature, which would be considered here to be either technical adjustments or clarifications. But
however one measures the situation, there are no more than a handful of restrictive overrulings,
and no more than two – Keck and HAG II – that have a good claim to be both (i) restrictive,
(ii) an explicit overruling of previous judgements, and (iii) a substantive policy change.

4. Is the Court more path-dependent than other Courts?
Of course, all courts strive for consistency.46 To say that the Court has overruled itself a handful of
times begs the question of what one might expect: what would be a ‘’normal’’ number of breaks
with the past? Looking at other courts could help with this.47

The American Supreme Court, in some ways the closest equivalent to the Court of Justice, is
certainly much more inclined to change its mind and contradict earlier judgements. A couple of
explicit and clear overrulings per year is the average there over recent decades, and indeed over the
longer term. Even if one only considers overrulings where the overruled case was from 1957 or
later, to make the comparison more balanced, the number of explicit overrulings is between 60
and 100, depending which source one looks at.48 That can be compared with fewer than 10 at the
Court of Justice.

43E Muir, ‘Fundamental Rights: An Unsettling EU Competence’ 15 (2014) Human Rights Review 25; Grimmel (n 12).
44JHD Stone, ‘Agreeing to Disagree: The Primacy Debate between the German Federal Constitutional Court and the

European Court of Justice’ 25 (2016) Minnesota Journal of International Law 127. See also D Grimm, ‘The Democratic Costs
of Constitutionalisation: The European Case’ 21 (2015) European Law Journal 460; FW Scharpf, ‘De-Constitutionalisation
and Majority Rule: A Democratic Vision for Europe’ 23 (2017) European Law Journal 315; Davies (n 11).

45Case C-42/17 M.A.S., ECLI:EU:C:2017:936 (Taricco II); Case C-399/11 Melloni, ECLI:EU:C:2013:107; Case C-105/14
Taricco, ECLI:EU:C:2015:555 (Taricco I).

46Seminara (n 15).
47Derlén and Lindholm (n 33).
48The US Congress maintains a database of overrulings: <https://constitution.congress.gov/resources/decisions-

overruled/?>; D Schulz, Consitutional Precedent in US Supreme Court Reasoning (Edward Elgar 2022); BJ Murrill ‘The
Supreme Court’s Overruling of Constitutional Precedent’ Congressional Research Services Report 7-5700 (available at
<https://perma.cc/TM8N-YFYV>); LA Powe Jr, ‘Intragenerational Constitutional Overruling’ 89 (2013) Notre Dame Law
Review 2093.
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The comparison is muddied by the fact that the EU is a progressive project, and this note
distinguishes between progressive judgements, and overrulings. By contrast, the US Supreme
Court has not committed to a federal project, and stands between the federal and state
governments in questions of power and competence, at times moving towards one and at times
towards the other. A judgement extending the scope of federal powers, where an earlier judgement
did not do that, would be an overruling, whereas the equivalent in the EU, where the Court found
that it was time to extend EU law a step further, would not be classified in this paper, or generally
in the scholarship, as a break. One might perhaps argue that overrulings in the US should be
compared with all innovative EU judgements, whether restrictive or progressive.

On the other hand, the progressive nature of EU law is a genuine feature, and a genuine
difference between the systems. In the overwhelming majority of innovative, progressive, Court
judgements there is no contradiction with an earlier case, but simply a new situation which has
arisen, and a correspondingly new piece of doctrine which is developed. The free movement of
capital began with cases on movement of money, and then came cases on taxation, and then on
government restrictions on investment. Each wave added something to the law and made the law
on capital more far reaching and impactful. However, there was no contradiction: nothing in the
early cases on suitcases of cash implied that free movement of capital did not encompass golden
shares or restrictions on investment – it had just not arisen yet. In this sense, the distinction
between innovations and breaks is real and important,49 and it is only true conflicts and
overrulings which are comparable to overrulings in the SCOTUS.

Given that, it becomes, perhaps unsurprisingly, evident that the US Court is far more inclined to
change direction – albeit that it is still a small minority of its judgements when it does. However,
turnarounds are an important part of its jurisprudence, and the question of whether it will make them
and whether it ought to is a staple of US legal commentary. By contrast, no-one expects the Court to
retreat on its basic doctrines, albeit that there is no shortage of those who think that it should.

A comparison with national supreme courts in Europe would entail similar considerations, and
be perhaps more enlightening, given that legal culture would be more comparable. Here,
unfortunately, numbers do not seem to be available – perhaps part of that European legal culture
resists reduction of the legal process to quantified outcomes. However, the idea that a continental
constitutional court might take a new approach, substantively or in its form of reasoning, from
that which was in earlier cases, is not considered strange by national lawyers. Legal certainty is a
value, but so is the independence of each court considering a case before it, including
independence from judges which considered cases in the past.50 It is accepted that courts change,
their composition changes, society changes, and when a case comes to be judged it will be
considered afresh, not simply squeezed into the jacket of the past.

This all supports the view that the Court is distinctive in its absence of self-contradiction. It has
a direction of travel from which it does not deviate, and when a step it taken it does not retreat.51

This can be described as path dependence, and both the existence of this high degree of path
dependence and its relative neglect in the relational scholarship are striking and important facts.

5. Why is the Court so path-dependent?
The reasons why the Court so rarely overturns its own decisions are largely beyond the scope of
this note, although a few remarks may be appropriate.52 These reasons are discussed to some

49Jaeger, cited in Szabados (n 13).
50See Seminara (n 15).
51Davies (n 44).
52See See Grimmel, (n 12), for overview; M Cohen, ‘Ex Ante Versus Ex Post Deliberations: Two Models of Judicial

Deliberations in Courts of Last Resort’ 62 (2014) American Journal of Comparative Law 951; A Stone Sweet and T Brunell,
‘The European Court of Justice, State Non-Compliance, and the Politics of Override’ 106 (2012) American Political Science
Review 204.
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extent in the path-dependence literature, and a prominent and plausible explanation is to do with
the need to build a new legal system and establish status and legitimacy by showing consistency.
As well as this, the Court’s institutional context might contribute to a high awareness of its role not
just as an adjudicator, but as one of the parties constructing European integration.53

Alongside these contextual factors – relational factors, one might say – the specific character of
EU law may play its role, and not just the remarkable dedication expressed in the Treaties to a
mono-directional process of deep integration. Rather, EU law is often noted to have many
common law-like characteristics, and to give case law an important, but distinctive role.54 The
Court cites itself repeatedly, and literally, and often goes to great lengths to emphasise that it is
merely repeating what it has already said before.55 But despite this almost common-law like
dedication to jurisprudential consistency, there is little of the discursive or analytic character of
common law judgements,56 and no dissenting opinions, both of which provide opportunities to
express nuance, disagreement, and other points of view.57 These facilitate change, by giving other
directions voice in the law, so that future overrulings have a focus to build on: they are not
breaking with the past, but just re-reading it and re-ordering its components. By contrast, the
Court typically reduces its past judgements to quotable mottos. These may allow for organic,
apparently continuous, development of the law, but in their reduction of cases to what can seem
like banal truisms they provide little basis for the principled adoption of a new direction.58

Another reason, which arises specifically from cases which were investigated for this article, is
that it appears that the Court is rarely asked explicitly to change its mind. An examination of a
selection of cases which were subsequent to an earlier expansive decision suggests that Member
States were often clearly unhappy with the principle established in the earlier case, but that they
did not actually ask the Court to reverse it. Rather, they argued that the specific facts of the latter
case justified a different approach and should be distinguished.59 That, if successful – which it
invariably is not60 – has the potential to limit the impact of the earlier decision, but does not get rid
of it. It is one step short of a full confrontation, a somewhat weasily avoidance of the substantive
claim that the earlier decision was wrong.

Whether the descriptions of the Member State arguments in the judgements and Advocate
General’s opinions are full and fair, and whether these cases are representative of the case law as a
whole, is a question for further research. However, these examples do invite the reflection that
perhaps, subject to further research, Member States, and referring judges, are aware that asking the
Court to overrule earlier judgements has a low-to-zero chance of success, so that dissatisfaction is

53A Vauchez, ‘Keeping the Dream Alive: The European Court of Justice and the Transnational Fabric of Integrationist
Jurisprudence’ 4 (1) (2012) European Political Science Review 51. See also A Wallerman Ghavanini, in this issue, 284.

54Komárek (n 31); Tridimas (n 13); Derlén and Lindholm (n 33).
55Grimmel (n 12); Várnay (n 11); K McAuliffe, ‘Precedent at the Court of Justice of the European Union: The

Linguistic Aspect’ in M Freeman and F Smith (eds), Law and Language: Current Legal Issues Volume 15 (Oxford University
Press 2013) 483.

56Šadl (n 14).
57M Lasser, ‘Anticipating three Models of Judicial Control, Debate and Legitimacy: The European Court of Justice, the Cour

de Cassation, and the United States Supreme Court’ (2003) Jean Monnet Working Paper 1/03; Komárek (n 31); Tridimas
(n 13); FG Nicola, ‘National Legal Traditions at Work in the Jurisprudence of the Court of Justice of the European Union’
64 (4) (2016) The American Journal of Comparative Law 865.

58Seminara (n 15). C.f. L Lopez Zurita (n 14).
59See eg Case C-118/20 JY v Wiener Landesregierung, ECLI:EU:C:2022:34 and Case C-135/08 Rottmann, ECLI:EU:

C:2010:104; Case C-372/04 Watts ECLI:EU:C:2006:325 and Case C-157/99 Geraerts-Smits, ECLI:EU:C:2001:404 and
Case C-158/96 Kohll, ECLI:EU:C:1998:171; Case C-291/05 Eind, ECLI:EU:C:2007:771 and Case C-370/90 Surinder Singh,
ECLI:EU:C:1992:296; Case C-353/06 Grunkin and Paul, ECLI:EU:C:2008:559, Case C-541/15 Freitag, ECLI:EU:C:2017:432
and Case C-148/02Garcia Avello, ECLI:EU:C:2003:539; Case C-178/84German Beer, ECLI:EU:C:1987:126 and Case C-193/80
Commission v Italy, ECLI:EU:C:1981:298.

60Ibid.
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better expressed in more oblique ways. That in turn may put less pressure on the Court to
overrule. A highly path-dependent Court may create a self-reinforcing dynamic in which it
becomes efficient for litigants to work within that path dependence rather than confront it, going
for the achievable rather than the optimal, and thereby making the path dependence stronger.
That self-limitation by litigants could in turn be important for understanding, and modelling, of
how the Court responds.

It must be emphasised that this is a hypothesis for further research, but the point here is that
while the outcome put forward in this chapter – that the Court does not change its mind –may be
robust and clear, the causative factors behind this may well be complex and diverse.

6. Conclusions
The Court’s failure to change its mind, or to overturn doctrine once it has established it, is of
crucial importance for understanding it as a relational actor. For those who study the influence of
the Member States or public opinion, their theoretical frame will be implausible and their
empirical research inadequately theorised if they do not take account of this limitation. For most
often, when pressure comes from these outside sources it is pressure to move away from the
progressive, pro-integration path. Certainly, the Court can pause, and it can choose not to move
forward but to stay where it is,61 but it needs to be understood that this is likely to be a temporary
victory: the direction of travel is consistent. Moreover, it should be part of such research that the
chances of getting the Court to actively retreat, and adopt a new restrictive interpretation when a
previous one was more progressive, are almost nil. It almost never happens. The power of outside
influences is overstated if this is not taken into account.

For those who study judicial dialogue, similar comments could be made. The Court does not
bend on doctrine. If it is going to adapt to national courts that will not come via principled
rethinking, for this it does not do. It will come instead via creativity, the use of existing doctrinal
bricks to build new structures, as in Taricco II.62

For those who study mobilisation, the point to be extracted is surely that the Court is highly
path-dependent, so that the capacity of activists to use it depends very much on what they want to
achieve. If they are trying to push EU law forward, they may well be able to ride the judicial horse.
If – which is less likely, but might be the case – they want strategic litigation to limit EU law, they
can better find other pathways.

There has been a failure of communication between branches of scholarship. Relational studies
have tended to proceed as if the game is open, and the nature of the relationship between the Court
and other actors is merely a question of power and politics. Scholars of precedent have noted the
Court’s consistency, but their work has been used more to understand the mechanisms and
principles of case law than to put it in wider context. Allowing these fields to talk to each other
suggests new avenues, both theoretical and empirical, not yet explored.

Finally, the Court’s limited capacity for response has another kind of implication for its
relations. It means that the degree to which EU law develops is to a greater degree in the hand of
national judges and implementing institutions than it would be if the Court was freer.63 As the
political mood and the socio-economic context change, pressure for adjustments of the EU legal
framework may become intense, and if the Court cannot satisfy these then national courts and
implementing institutions will be more inclined to meet the need themselves, using the
discretionary interpretative space that they have to increase, reduce, or just change the way that

61A decision which can be taken in different ways: see Várnay (n 11).
62See also Bornemann (n 7).
63Which may be a sign of systemic maturity: see J Zglinski, ‘The New Judicial Federalism: The Evolving Relationship

Between EU and Member State Courts’, in this issue, 345.
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EU law impacts.64 In their “dialogue’’ with the Court of Justice, faced with dull and repetitive
answers, they may fill in the conversational gaps themselves. In what it is tempting to imagine as a
zero sum situation, national users of EU law will occupy a more central and creative place in the
development of EU law because the apparent master of that law, the Court of Justice, has chosen to
allow itself to be hamstrung by its past.
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